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Abstract
This paper presents challenges and the progress
of implementing the Dual Link Algorithm in
the fairly new USRP E310 software defined ra-
dio (SDR) in time division duplex (TDD) mode.
The dual link algorithm that we designed previ-
ously aims to solve the interference problem in
future dense cellular networks. The algorithm
performs joint beam-forming matrix design for
transmit signals of multiple transmitters, which
are equipped with multiple antennas. The re-
ceivers can also be equipped with multiple an-
tennas. The algorithm is the most efficient one
we know to find a locally optimal solution to the
weighted sum rate maximization problem. Our
experiment uses four E310s to model two pairs of
interfering users with two antennas at each trans-
mitter and each receiver. In TDD mode, the dis-
tributed version of the dual link algorithm is an
iterative algorithm with iterations between for-
ward link and reverse link transmissions. The al-
gorithm takes advantage of channel reciprocity to
reduce complexity. Therefore, it requires that the
same antennas are used for both transmission and
reception, as well as a compensation for the dif-
ferences in transmit and receive RF chains. This
paper shares our experience with GNU Radio on
using the two TRX ports in each E310 to transmit
and then receive signals in network mode, where
the signal processing is performed on comput-
ers1.
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1. Introduction
One of the main approaches to accommodating the explo-
sive growth in mobile data is to reduce the cell size and
increase the base station density, while all cells reuse the
same frequency spectrum. However, the inter-cell interfer-
ence becomes severe because the probability of line of sight
increases as cell size shrinks. On the other hand, the situa-
tion is not hopeless. As promised by interference alignment
through joint transmit signal design, every user can have
half of the bandwidth at infinite SNR Cadambe & Jafar
(2008) no matter how many users are there. Consequently,
joint transmit signal design algorithms are expected to be
employed to manage interference, or equivalently, maxi-
mize data rate at practical SNR, and asymptotically achieve
interference alignment.

The weighted sum-rate maximization problem in MIMO
interference channels is a classic problem. It can be
used for other utility optimization by finding appropriate
weights. Various algorithms have been proposed for differ-
ent scenarios, e.g., Huh et al. (2009; 2010); Jindal et al.
(2005); Kim & Giannakis (2011); Liu et al. (2010); Shi
et al. (2009; 2011); Yu et al. (2004); Yu (2006; 29 2007-feb.
2); Zhang et al. (2009a;b). Due to the non-convex nature
of the problem, convergence property of such algorithms
is always a key factor. The majority of the weighted sum-
rate maximization algorithms that are convergent in MIMO
interference channels take the mean square error (MSE)
approach, which transforms the weighted sum-rate maxi-
mization problem into an equivalent weighted sum mean
square error minimization problem. In Shi et al. (2011),
the excellent WMMSE algorithm was proposed for beam-
forming matrix design for the MIMO interfering broad-
cast channels and can be applied to the interference chan-
nels. With the block coordinate optimization technique, the
WMMSE algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a station-
ary point.
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In our previous paper Li et al. (2015), we proposed a faster
and convergent algorithm named Dual Link algorithm that
solves the weighted sum-rate maximization problem from
a different perspective. It exploits the forward-reverse link
rate duality in a unique way, equivalently splits the non-
convex problem into two sub convex problems and mono-
tonically increases the weighted sum-rate over iterations.
The dual link algorithm is highly scalable and suitable
for distributed implementation because, for each data link,
only its own channel state and the aggregated interference
plus noise covariance need to be estimated no matter how
many interferers are there. The algorithm works for the
MIMO B-MAC networks and assumes Gaussian transmit
signal. The MIMO B-MAC network model Liu et al.
(2010) includes broadcast channel (BC), multiaccess chan-
nel (MAC), interference channels, X networks, and many
practical wireless networks as special cases. The dual link
algorithm is especially suited for distributed implementa-
tion in a time division duplex (TDD) system, where each
data link only needs to estimate its own channel and the
total received signal covariance matrix, regardless of the
number of interfering users. Thus, the algorithm is fit for
distributed implementation and is scalable to large systems.

In this paper, we presents the challenges and progress
of implementing the distributed dual link algorithm using
software defined radio (SDR) USRP E310. The block di-
agram of the simulation of the algorithm using the GNU
Radio Companion and the simulation results are presented.
For over-the-air transmission, the main challenge is to im-
plement the TDD mode, where we did not find any prece-
dent to follow. The newly released USRP E310 is ideal
for the implementation of the algorithm because it has two
TRX antenna ports for transmission and reception. How-
ever, the TDD mode using the same antennas is not suit-
able to be implemented in GNU Radio Companion as of
now, because in a TDD mode flow graph, there are both
UHD source block, for receiving, and UHD sink block, for
transmitting. GNU Radio Companion will keep both run-
ning and will have conflict if both blocks are set to use the
same antennas. This may be solved by future UHD driver
change that enables turning on and off the transmission and
reception inside GNU Radio Companion. For now, our so-
lution is to design separate flow graphs for transmission
and reception, export the flow graphs’ codes, call them one
by one in another program. In this paper, we present the
flow graphs and the codes of the implementation and share
how we set E310 to use the same TRX ports to transmit and
then receive. As of now, we have solved the problems en-
countered in TDD mode, the implementation of the whole
system is still in progress.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the system model and the Dual Link algorithm
that we want to implement using USRP E310. Section 3
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Figure 1. An example of B-MAC network. The solid lines repre-
sent data links and the dash lines represent interference.

presents the challenge and progress of the implementation.
Section 4 shows simulation results. Section 5 concludes
with a discussion of future work.

2. System Model
In this section, we describe the system model and the opti-
mization problem, followed by a brief review the Dual Link
algorithm.

2.1. The MIMO B-MAC Network

We consider a general interference network named MIMO
B-MAC network with multiple transmitters and re-
ceiversLiu et al. (2010; 2011). A transmitter in the MIMO
B-MAC network may send independent data to different
receivers, like in BC, and a receiver may receive indepen-
dent data from different transmitters, like in MAC. Each
receiver may receive interference from any transmitter in
the network. The MIMO B-MAC network model includes
broadcast channel (BC), multiaccess channel (MAC), inter-
ference channels, X networks, and many practical wireless
networks as special cases.

Assume there are totally L mutually interfering data links
in a B-MAC network. Link l’s transmitter is denoted by
Tl, which has LTl

many antennas. Its receiver is denoted
by Rl, which has LRl

many antennas. Figure 1 shows an
example of B-MAC networks with five data links. Link 2
and 3 have the same physical receiver. Link 3 and 4 have
the same physical transmitter. When multiple data links
have the same receiver or the same transmitter, interfer-
ence cancellation techniques such as successive decoding
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and cancellation or dirty paper coding can be applied Liu
et al. (2010).

The received signal at Rl is

yl =

L∑
k=1

Hl,kxk + nl, (1)

where xk ∈ CLTk
×1 is the transmit signal of link k and

is modeled as a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
vector; Hl,k ∈ CLRl

×LTk is the channel state informa-
tion (CSI) matrix between Tk and Rl; and nl ∈ CLRl

×1

is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector
with identity covariance matrix. The circularly symmet-
ric assumption of the transmit signal can be dropped easily
by applying the proposed algorithm to real Gaussian sig-
nals with twice the dimension. Multiple channel uses can
be combined into a larger B-MAC networks with parallel
channels, like in interference alignment Cadambe & Jafar
(2008).

2.2. The Weighted Sum-rate Maximization Problem

Assuming the channels are known at both the transmitters
and receivers (CSITR), an achievable rate of link l is

Il (Σ1:L) = log
∣∣∣I + Hl,lΣlH

†
l,lΩ

−1
l

∣∣∣ (2)

where Σl is the covariance matrix of xl; and Ωl is the
interference-plus-noise covariance matrix of the lth link,

Ωl = I +

L∑
k=1,k 6=l

Hl,kΣkH†l,k. (3)

If the interference from link k to link l is completely can-
celed using successive decoding and cancellation or dirty
paper coding, we can simply set Hl,k = 0 in (3). Other-
wise, the interference is treated as noise.

Our goal is to jointly design the signal covariance Σl’s for
all the transmit signals in order to maximize the weighted
sum-rate

∑L
l=1 wlIl (Σ1:L) of the whole network. The op-

timization problem that we want to solve is the weighted
sum-rate maximization under a total power constraint:

WSRM TP: maxΣ1:L

L∑
l=1

wlIl (Σ1:L) (4)

s.t. Σl � 0, ∀l,
L∑

l=1

Tr (Σl) ≤ PT,

where wl > 0 is the weight for link l.

2.3. The Dual Link Algorithm

The Dual Link Algorithm in Table Algorithm 1 is an iter-
ative algorithm we proposed in Li et al. (2015) to obtain
the optimal Σl’s for the weighted sum-rate maximization
problem (4). It has monotonic convergence and is ideally
suited for distributed implementation.

Algorithm 1 Dual Link Algorithm

1. Initialize Σl’s, s.t.
∑L

l=1 Tr (Σl) = PT

2. R⇐
∑L

l=1 wlIl (Σ1:L)
3. Repeat
4. R

′ ⇐ R
5. Ωl ⇐ I +

∑
k 6=l Hl,kΣkH†l,k

6. Σ̂l ⇐
PTwl

(
Ω−1

l −(Ωl+Hl,lΣlH
†
l,l)
−1
)

∑L
l=1 wltr

(
Ω−1

l −(Ωl+Hl,lΣlH
†
l,l)
−1
)

7. Ω̂l ⇐ I +
∑

k 6=l H
†
k,lΣ̂kHk,l

8. Σl =
PTwl

(
Ω̂−1

l −(Ω̂l+H†l,lΣ̂lHl,l)
−1
)

∑L
l=1 wltr

(
Ω̂−1

l −(Ω̂l+H†l,lΣ̂lHl,l)
−1
)

9. R⇐
∑L

l=1 wlIl (Σ1:L)

10. until
∣∣∣R−R′ ∣∣∣ ≤ ε or a fixed number of iterations are

reached.

A virtual dual network can be created from the original B-
MAC network by reversing the roles of all transmitters and
receivers and replacing the channel matrices with their con-
jugate transpose. The data links in the original networks
are denoted as forward links while those in the dual net-
work are denoted as reverse links. We useˆ to denote the
corresponding terms in the reverse links. The interference-
plus-noise covariance matrix of reverse link l is

Ω̂l = I +

L∑
k=1,k 6=l

H†k,lΣ̂kHk,l, (5)

where Σ̂k is the transmit signal covariance matrix of re-
verse link k.

In each iteration, first, the forward link input covariance
matrix Σl and interference-plus-noise covariance matrix
Ωl are used to update the corresponding reverse link input
covariance matrix Σ̂l as shown in Step 6 of Algorithm 1.
Then updatedΣ̂l and the corresponding Ω̂l are used to up-
date the forward link input covariance matrix Σl as shown
in Step 8 of Algorithm 1. As proved in Li et al. (2015), the
weighted sum-rate

∑L
l=1 wlIl (Σ1:L) will keep increasing

over the iterations and converge to a stationary point of the
problem (4).

In practical applications, distributed algorithm with low co-
ordination overhead is highly desirable. It turns out that
the dual link algorithm is ideally suited for distributed im-
plementation. A centralized implementation of the dual
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link incurs overhead. The algorithm needs global chan-
nel state information Hk,l, ∀k, l, as do other algorithms.
The collection of global channel state information wastes
bandwidth and incur large delays for large networks. If
the delay is too long, there won’t be enough time left for
actual data transmission before the channels change. For-
tunately, a distributed implementation of the dual link algo-
rithm needs minimal local channel state information com-
pared to other algorithms, especially in TDD networks. A
node only needs to estimate total received signal covari-
ance and desired link channel state information. No chan-
nel state information of interfering links is needed. And the
nodes do not need to exchange channel state information
because non-local CSI is not needed. In a TDD network,
assuming channel reciprocity, the virtual reverse link itera-
tion, Step 8 of Algorithm 1, can be carried out in physical
reverse links. Assume reverse link l transmits pilot signals
using beamforming matrix V̂l, where V̂lV̂

†
l = Σ̂l. To cal-

culate Σl, we need Ω̂l and reverse link total received sig-
nal covariance Ω̂l + H†l,lΣ̂lHl,l, which can be estimated
at node Tl because the channel has done the summation
of signal, interference, and noise for us for free, no matter
how large the network is. Using the pilot signal, H†l,lV̂l

can be estimated and H†l,lΣ̂lHl,l = H†l,lV̂lV̂
†
l Hl,l can be

calculated and subtracted from Ω̂l + H†l,lΣ̂lHl,l to obtain
Ω̂l. All reverse links only need to share a scalar variable to
adjust the total power. The forward link calculation can be
done similarly. By avoiding global CSI collection, the dis-
tributed dual link algorithm has significant lower signaling
overhead compared to other methods.

Because we rely on the reciprocity of the TDD channels to
carry out the virtual dual network iterations in the physical
reverse channels, the same antennas have to be used for
both transmission and reception. This is one of the main
challenges in implementing the Dual Link algorithm in the
E310 since we couldn’t find any prior SDR GNU Radio
solution on using the same antennas in TDD mode.

3. Software Defined Radio Implementation
To test the dual link algorithm’s performance in over-the-
air channels, we implement the algorithm using software
defined radios. There are several challenges in the imple-
mentation. First, the algorithm assumes reciprocity in the
physical forward and reverse links. Consequently, the SDR
devices must transmit and receive through the same anten-
nas and the difference in the transmit and receive RF chains
of each transceiver must be compensated. Second, the al-
gorithm is iterative, calling for the SDR devices to switch
between the transmit mode and the receive mode rapidly.
To support multiple antennas, the SDR devices also need
to be equipped with multiple antennas which are able to

transmit and receive. The newly released USRP E310 is
ideal for the implementation of the algorithm because it has
two TRX antenna ports for transmission and reception. The
radio frequency network on chip (RFNoC) RFNoc capabil-
ity of E310 also has the potential to speed up the commu-
nication by conveniently utilizing the field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) circuits inside the E310s. As the name
suggests, RFNoC’s primary use is to create applications
as low-level embedded algorithms, which are faster than
their non-embedded counterparts due to their sheer compu-
tational power. RFNoC also allows for modular FPGA de-
velopment, in the same manner that GNU Radio flowcharts
use interconnected blocks, which will enable the embed-
ded implementation of the Dual Link Algorithm to be eas-
ily tailored to a plethora of software-defined radio (SDR)
applications since it will be composed of individual cus-
tomizable blocks rather than a single algorithm.

We plan to implement the Dual Link Algorithm in three
steps: 1) The algorithm is prototyped in GNU Radio Com-
panion with simulated channel; 2) To test the synchroniza-
tion and channel estimation components, the case of a sin-
gle pair of users will be implemented in network mode of
E310s using over-the-air channel; 3) The case of two pair
of interfering users will be implemented using four E310s
in network mode. We are currently at step 2), in the pro-
cess of smoothing the transmit and receive mode switching
using the TRX ports of the E310s.

3.1. GNU Radio Simulation

In the first step, we built an Out-of-Tree (OOT) module
Feng and designed the flow graph in Figure 2 in GNU Ra-
dio Companion. In this system, there are two pairs of users
equipped with two antennas each. The upper stream flow is
the forward link while the lower one is the reverse link. A
centralized processor calculates the weighted sum rate after
a full forward and reverse loop.

One problem is that GNU Radio Companion does not sup-
port loop in simulation. Our solution is to pass the data
by using UDP Source and Sink. In the forward link, at
the transmitter side, The “UDP source” block outputs a
vector of length 8 including a pair of 2 by 2 covariance
matrices Σ1 and Σ2. The vector is divided into two vec-
tors which contain one covariance matrix each. The two
“pilot gen” blocks actually act as transmitters of the users
“1-1” and “1-2”. Each “pilot gen” block generates 2 or-
thogonal pilot sequences, which is multiplied by a pre-
coding matrix to make the transmit signal have covari-
ance matrix Σ1 and Σ2. The “channel” block models a
B-MAC network with a pair of direct channels and a pair
of interference channels. The “Interference gain” param-
eter determines the ratio of trace of interference channels
to that of direct channels. At the receiver side, the two
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Figure 2. GNU Radio Simulation of two pair of users

“pilot receive” blocks actually act as the receivers of the
users “2-1” and “2-2”. Each “pilot receive” block first es-
timates the channel matrix by correlating the received data
with known pilot sequences. Then it calculates the initial

Σ̂l matrix Ω−1l −
(
Ωl + Hl,lΣlH

†
l,l

)−1
from the received

samples. The “power adjust” block takes in all the initial
Σ̂ matrices and reallocates the power such that the sum
of their traces equals to the total power constraint. The
“power adjust” block outputs the adjusted Σ̂ as the input of
the “pilot gen” at the reverse link. It is noted that user “2-1”
and “2-2” are changed from receive to transmit mode while
user “1-1” and “1-2” are switched to receive from transmit
mode. Similarly, the Σ is calculated from the reverse link
and passed to the “UDP Sink” which is connected to to
“UDP Source” to create a loop. Two blocks are connected
to the “UDP Sink”, the “UDP Source” and “power adjust”
of the reverse link. Because the “sigmagen” block only
generate the initial Σ1 and Σ2 before the first iteration and
then stays idle. The “power adjust” block starts to transmit
data since the end of the first iteration. This time is per-
fectly aligned without conflict. Thus we creates a virtual
loop in the simulation which allows multiple iterations. A
“debug” block is created to control the number of itera-
tions by counting the number of times data pass through
the block. Furthermore, the “Weighted Sum Rate” block
calculates the weighed sum rate Rl after the l-th iteration.
The rates are displayed through “Time Sink” to indicate

convergence.

This design distinguishes it from most systems with several
features. Firstly, most of the blocks in this OOT module are
written in Python to better deal with the matrix operations
resulted from multi-user MIMO communication. Addition-
ally, because most of the data streaming between blocks
are matrices, we reshape the matrices into long vectors and
pass them. Moreover, iterations are enabled by the virtual
loop and controlled by the iterative counter. This method
might inspire the implementations of some other iterative
algorithms.

3.2. USRP Implementations

To test the algorithm in over-the-air channels, there are sev-
eral more issues to consider. For example, if the system is
moved to RF with the channel effects like time delay and
frequency offset, synchronization and phase compensation
algorithm should be implemented. Furthermore, when we
want to make iterative transmission and reception, we have
to write a master program to call corresponding transmitter
and receiver accordingly, because inside the GNU Radio
Companion, a UHD source block and a UHD sink block
will be kept on all the time and thus, they cannot use the
same antennas. Some problems are not fully solved yet.
We would like to share our progress and welcome any sug-
gestions.
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We start from a simple case that contains only one way
communication between a pair of E310 with two anten-
nas each to illustrate the design of synchronization and fre-
quency offset. Both E310s are used in network mode. As
in the previous example, at the transmitter side, the “pi-
lot gen” block generates two orthogonal pilot sequences.
Each sequence is pulse shaped by a interpolating root
raised cosine filter (RRC) to reduce inter-symbol interfer-
ence (ISI). Then both RRC filters are connected to a USRP
Sink with two input channels to modulate the base band
signals to RF.

At the receiver side, a “USRP Source” block is used to de-
modulate the RF signal back to base band. Its two output
ports are connected to two decimating RRC filters. Then
each output is connected to a “phase corrector” hierarchi-
cal block. Inside the hierarchical block, the decimated sam-
ples are first multiplied by the conjugate of the pilot se-
quence, and then the results are connected to a phase lock
loop (PLL) to generate a clean reference carrier. The con-
jugate of the reference carrier is then multiplied to the dec-
imated samples to recover their phase. Then we consider
the frame synchronization. Since the two antennas trans-
mit orthogonal pilot sequences, their synchronizations can
be done separately. For each antenna link, the phase cor-
rected output is connected to a filter matched to the cor-
responding pilot sequence. The magnitude of the output
is expected to have a peak, which is located at the end of
the pilot sequence. So a peak detector is used to detect the
peak. When a peak is detected, the peak detector outputs
a flag ’1’. In order to use the flags to synchronize the re-
ceived data, we designed a “rx frame sync” block with two
input ports “in data” and “in flag”. When the “in flag” in-
puts 0, this block does nothing. When the “in flag” inputs
1, this block starts to output the “pilot length” number of
samples prior to this flag. With this design, we can “chop”
the desired frame at the appropriate location and pass the
frame for further processing.

As mentioned before, it is impossible to implement TDD
mode using the same antennas in GNU Radio Companion.
But it is possible in Python. For the two-user case, the two
users are denoted as A and B. We built the transmitter and
receiver flow graphs of A and B into python objects. The
transmitter object of A and receiver object of A share the
same address and antennas. The same is true for B. By de-
ploying the start(), stop(), wait() methods of gr.top block,
we are able to build an iterative system by calling different
objects accordingly. For example, a simple piece of python
codes which does the iterative transmission is shown be-
low. The tb at and tb ar denote the transmitter and receiver
objects of user A while tb bt and tb br denote the transmit-
ter objects of user B. The data from a “File Source” is first
transmitted from user A and received by user B. Then user
B stores the data in a file and transmits it back to A. Then

user A stores the data in a file and back and forth. The
program starts forward transmission by calling the start()
method of tb br and tb at. The tb at and tb br can be called
to stop if we hit the “Enter” button. To start the reverse link,
we hit the “Enter” button again to call the start() method of
tb bt and tb ar. This is how the iterative transmission can
be implemented.

qa = Qt.QApplication(sys.argv)
#define quitting:
def qt_tb_at():

tb_at.wait()
tb_at.stop()

def qt_tb_ar():
tb_ar.wait()
tb_ar.stop()

def qt_tb_br():
tb_br.wait()
tb_br.stop()

def qt_tb_bt():
tb_bt.wait()
tb_bt.stop()

#activate the rx of B and tx of A
tb_br.start()
tb_br.show()
tb_at.start()
tb_at.show()
try:
raw_input(’Press Enter to stop forward link: ’)
except EOFError:
pass

#stop the tx of A and rx of B
qa.connect(qa,Qt.SIGNAL("aboutToQuit()"),qt_tb_at)
qa.connect(qa,Qt.SIGNAL("aboutToQuit()"),qt_tb_br)
try:
raw_input(’Press Enter to start reverse link: ’)
except EOFError:
pass
#activate the rx of A and tx of B
tb_bt.start()
tb_ar.start()
tb_ar.show()
tb_bt.show()

This simple example code illustrates how to make iterative
transmission and receptions between a pair of users. We
found that the “File Source” was not working after the sec-
ond iteration. It is because the read pointer stayed at the end
of the file after the first call and was not moved to the start
of the file at the second call. We fixed this issue by call-
ing the file source.open() method every time we finished a
call. There are some issues with this simple example which
we are still working on to resolve. One of the main issue
is how to stop more elegantly without hitting the “Enter”
button to make it run automatically. If we can resolve all
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Figure 3. Tx of the E310 network mode

Figure 4. Rx of the E310 network mode
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the issues and replace the simple transmitter and receiver
with the dual link algorithm, we should be able to test it on
USRP. Additionally, in this design, the E310s can transmit
and receive at the same antennas, so the channel reciprocity
is preserved after implementation of a RF chain calibration.

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. GNU Radio Simulation

An experiment is conducted with the GNU Radio System in
Figure 2. The SNR is set to 20 dB and each user is equipped
with 2 antennas. The “channel” block is set with interfer-
ence gain equals to -5dB, 0 dB and 10dB which correspond
to weak, moderate and strong interference. The number of
iterations is set to 20. The weights of all users are set to
1. The weighted sum rate vs number of iterations figure is
generated and plotted in Figure 5. It can be seen the algo-
rithm converges quickly to a high rate for weak interference
and converges slowly to a lower rate for strong interference
as expected.

4.2. E310 Synchronization

For the one way transmission system, we conducted an ex-
periment to show the synchronization capability. In this
experiment, we use one E310 as transmitter with the flow
graph in Figure 3 and another E310 as receiver with the
flow graph in Figure 4. At the transmitter, the pilot se-
quences are orthogonal with length 128. The shaping pulse
is a standard RRC filter of length 16. The TRX-A and
TRX-B antennas of the E310 are used to transmit at center
frequency 2.4GHz. At the receiver, the TRX-A and TRX-B
antennas of another E310 are used to receive at center fre-
quency 2.4GHz. We used “File Sinks” to store the power
of the output signal of the matched filter, the output flags
and the moving average value of the “peak detector”. The
three streams are plotted in Figure 6.
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It can be seen from Figure 6 that the magnitude of the
matched filter output has a peak, which is the end of the
pilot sequence frame. The peak detector is able to capture
this peak which leads to a correct frame synchronization.
The output Σ̂ also looks reasonable after further process-
ing. So this synchronization results make it possible to the
transmit and receive via E310.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented challenges and progress in the imple-
mentation of the dual link algorithm to solve the weighted
sum-rate maximization problem. We showed how to model
and simulate the algorithm in GNU Radio Companion. We
also provided a method to implement the TDD communi-
cation mode using E310s. The remaining work includes
fully automated TDD communication mode implementa-
tion, RF chain calibration, and synchronization algorithm
implementation.
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